We present an ab-initio approach for computing the photoionization spectrum near autoionization resonances in multielectron systems. While traditional (Hermitian) theories typically require computing the continuum states, which are difficult to obtain with high accuracy, our non-Hermitian approach requires only discrete bound and metastable states, which are accurately computed with advanced quantum chemistry tools. We derive a simple formula for the absorption lineshape near Fano resonances, which relates the asymmetry of the spectral peaks to the phase of the complex transition dipole moment. Additionally, we present a formula for the ionization spectrum of laser-driven targets and relate the "Autler-Townes" splitting of spectral lines to the existence of exceptional points in the Hamiltonian. We apply our formulas to compute the autoionization spectrum of helium, but our theory is also applicable for non-trivial multielectron atoms and molecules.
We present an ab-initio approach for computing the photoionization spectrum near autoionization resonances in multielectron systems. While traditional (Hermitian) theories typically require computing the continuum states, which are difficult to obtain with high accuracy, our non-Hermitian approach requires only discrete bound and metastable states, which are accurately computed with advanced quantum chemistry tools. We derive a simple formula for the absorption lineshape near Fano resonances, which relates the asymmetry of the spectral peaks to the phase of the complex transition dipole moment. Additionally, we present a formula for the ionization spectrum of laser-driven targets and relate the "Autler-Townes" splitting of spectral lines to the existence of exceptional points in the Hamiltonian. We apply our formulas to compute the autoionization spectrum of helium, but our theory is also applicable for non-trivial multielectron atoms and molecules.
We present an ab-initio approach for computing the photoionization spectrum near autoionization (AI) resonances in multi-electron systems. Recent developments in attosecondlaser technology enable probing and controlling photoionization processes, and lead to a renewed interest in ionization and related phenomena, such as high-harmonic generation and strong-field electronic dynamics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . These experimental capabilities call for ab-initio theories, which can relate the electronic structure of the sampled medium to the measured ionization spectrum. However, most existing theories require the calculation of the continuum states 6, 7 (above the ionization threshold), which are difficult to obtain with high accuracy using standard quantum-chemistry numerical packages 8, 9 . In this work, we use non-Hermitian quantum mechanics (NHQM) 10 in order to avoid the need of computing continuum states. Our theory produces an accurate and simple expression for the asymmetric ionization lineshape near autoionizing (AI) resonances, also called "Fano resonances" 11 , [Eq. (7) ] and a formula for the photoionization spectrum of laser-driven systems [Eq. (9) ]. We relate the Autler-Townes 12 splitting of ionization spectral peaks to the existence of exceptional points 13 (EPs), which are non-Hermitian degeneracies in which two AI states become degenerate and have the same energy and wavefunction. The full generality of our approach is revealed when evaluating our formulas with advanced non-Hermitian quantum-chemistry algorithms 14, 15 . Here, we demonstrate the predictions of our theory for helium using ab-initio electronic-structure data from Ref. 16,17. In NHQM, the time-independent Schrödinger equation is solved with outgoing boundary conditions and the resulting energy spectrum is discrete, containing real-energy bound states and complex-energy metastable states 10 . This situation is very different from traditional Hermitian quantum mechanics (HQM), where metastable (autoionizing) states are described as real-energy solutions embedded in the ionization a) Also at Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel.; Electronic mail: adipick@gmail.com b) also at Faculty of Physics, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel. continuum 11 . Moreover, in HQM, the transition dipole moment is real, while in NHQM, it is generally complex. We show that the phase of the complex transition dipole moment has physical significance: it determines the asymmetry of the absorption peaks near AI states (see Fig. 1 ). Our derivation of the Fano asymmetry parameter is inspired by the recent work of Fukuta et al. 18 , which used a non-Hermitian approach to compute the Fano factor, although Ref. 18 introduced an artificial model for the continuum and did not relate the lineshape to the complex transition dipole moment.
As an application of our approach, we study the suppression and enhancement of autoionization in the presence of two lasers (a strong "pump" and a weak "probe")-two effects which are similar in spirit to electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) and absorption (EIA) [see Fig. 2 ]. Laserinduced suppression of photoionization was first measured in magnesium 19, 20 , and later demonstrated experimentally in several other systems (e.g., helium 21 and sodium 22 ). These results were modeled using the Feshbach formalism 20, 23 and, therefore, require the computation of the continuum states, which can be avoided by our approach. Motivated by the huge impact of EIT in optics and atomic physics, we believe that the ability to accurately compute these effects for AI states will open new routes for controlling and understanding ionization and strong-field dynamics.
Let us begin by reviewing the traditional theory of optical absorption in autoionizing systems. Consider an atom or molecule in the presence of a weak linearly polarized electromagnetic field (with amplitude E and polarization axisx) . In HQM, the absorption spectrum is calculated using Fermi's golden rule 24
Here, ε i, f and |φ i, f are the initial-and final-state energies and wavefunctions respectively, while ∑ f denotes summation over bound and integration over continuum final states. Since continuum states have delocalized wavefunctions, it is a challenge to compute them with the same level of accuracy as the bound states in most existing quantum chemistry packages 8, 9 . This difficulty can be circumvented by using the Green's function eigenstate-free formula 24, 25 , which can be derived as follows. Using a mathematical identity for the δ -function 26 , one can rewrite Eq. (1) as
Then, by using the normal-mode expansion of the excited states' Green's function 27 
where G exc (ε) is evaluated at ε =hω + ε i . Although Eq. (3) has clear advantages over Eq. (1), computing the full Green's function of multi-electron systems with traditional methods is still a very demanding computation. However, the Green's function formulation naturally extends to NHQM, which offers a huge computational advantage. Under the conditions stated below, one can simply replace the Hermitan normal-mode expansion of G exc in Eq. (3) with the non-Hermitian quasi-normal modal expansion 10, 28 :
Here, |φ R f ) and ε f are the discrete eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the (non-Hermitian) time-independent Schrödinger equation with outgoing boundary conditions, while |φ L f ) are the eigenvectors of the transposed equation. Round brackets denote the "unconjugated brackets: 10 , which generalize the traditional Dirac brackets, φ i |φ j ≡ dx φ * i φ j = δ i j 29 , for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians. The Hermitian and non-Hermitian modal expansions for G exc agree when evaluated near resonant energies (ε ≈ Re[ε f ]) and not too far away from the light-atom interaction region 30, 31 . Since we consider, in this work, resonant absorption and the absorption probability depends on overlap integrals between extended AI states and localized bound states, these conditions are satisfied for all cases of interest. However, when the Hamiltonian contains EPs, the modal expansion formula becomes invalid [32] [33] [34] . The "unconjugated norm" (φ L i |φ R i ) vanishes at an EP and the associated term in Eq. (4) blows up. One can obtain a corrected formula for G exc at the EP by considering Eq. (4) near the EP and carefully taking the limit of approaching the EP; one finds that two terms in the sum diverge with opposite signs, while their sum remains finite. This point was previously realized in the context of spontaneous emission near EPs in Ref. 28 [see supporting information (SI) for details].
By substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), we obtain the NHQM absorption spectrum formula:
This formula applies to cases where the initial state is bound and, therefore, one can replace Dirac bracket states, |φ i and φ i |, with unconjugated bracket states |φ R i ) and (φ L i | (since the left eigenvector of a Hermitian Hamiltonian is equal to the conjugated right eigenvector of the same eigenvalue). However, when the initial state is metastable, one needs to keep the conjugated bracket for the initial state. Our derivation of Eq. (5) is similar in spirit to the recent work of Fukuta et al. 18 , which used NHQM to compute the absorption spectrum. However, the latter work introduced an artificial model for the continuum, which is avoided in our approach.
Our new non-Hermitian formula [Eq. (5)] provides a simple interpretation for the asymmetric peaks near AI (Fano) resonances. The original Fano work 11 showed that the spectrum near an isolated resonance with frequency Ω and lifetime 1/γ can be written as
where S 0 (ω) is the background absorption due to continuum states and the remaining expression is the resonant peak. The parameter q determines the asymmetry of the resonant peak: the limit of q → ∞ implies a Lorentzian, while q 1 yields an asymmetric lineshape. In traditional HQM, q is found by computing overlap integrals involving bound and continuum states 11, 26 . In our approach, however, the q factor depends on a single term in the sum in Eq. (5). By taking the ratio of the symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of that term, we obtain
where we introduced the shorthand notation
The sign of q indicates whether the absorption peak is blue or red shifted, and is determined by the sign of Im µ 2 i j . Our derivation of Eq. (7) generalizes the approach of Ref. 18 . More details on the derivation are given in the SI.
As an example for application of Eq. (7), we compute the asymmetric absorption peaks near AI states in parahelium (i.e., helium atoms in which the spins of the two electrons are in the singlet state). The energy levels and dipole-allowed transitions are shown in Fig. 1(a) . The states are labeled according to the approximate Hartree-Fock orbitals. All states below the ionization threshold are bound, while all doubleexcitation states are metastable AI states. We use data from Ref. 16, 17 for the energy levels, lifetimes, and complex transition dipole moments. Figure 1(b) shows the ionization spectrum near three transitions in the XUV range, obtained by evaluating Eq. (5). The x-axis denotes the frequency offset between the field and the probed atomic transition. The plots demonstrate that our new formula for the Fano q factor [Eq. (7)] predicts the asymmetry of the lines, while the width of the peak is set by the imaginary part of the metastable-state energy.
Next, we turn to study photoautoionization in laser-driven atoms and molecules. Specifically, we consider cases where (5)] near the three probed transitions from (a) and the corresponding q asymmetry factor [evaluated using Eq. (7)]. The x-axis denotes the frequency offset between the field and the probed atomic transition.
a "pump laser" couples two (or more) AI states and a "probe laser" drives transitions from the ground to the AI states. A time-periodic probed system (denoted by H 0 ) has Floquet solutions the form 35 :
Here, Φ α,m and ε α,m are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the Floquet Hamiltonian, H ≡ H 0 − ih ∂ ∂t . The quasienergies are frequency-periodic, ε αm = ε α,0 + mhω 0 , where ω 0 is the frequency of the probe, and the eigenvectors obey Φ αm (t) = Φ α,0 (t)e iω 0 mt . The quantum number m is called the "Floquet channel." In the SI, we use a generalized Fermi-Floquet golden rule 36 (which is valid for weak probe intensities) to derive a formula for the absorption spectrum of laser-driven systems. We obtain
Here |Φ i,0 ) and |Φ f ,m ) are the initial (bound) and final (metastable) Floquet states while ε i,0 and ε f ,0 are the corresponding quasienergies in the zeroth Floquet channel. We use double brackets to denote spatial and temporal integration:
. In order to evaluate Eq. (9), it is convenient to expand the Floquet states, |Φ f ,m ), in the basis of eigenvectors of the fieldfree Hamiltonian (obtained by subtracting from H 0 the lightmatter interaction term). In the SI, we review this standard procedure 37, 38 and present an explicit expression for the spectrum in terms of field-free eigenstates [Eq. (C22)].
Next, we apply Eq. (9) to compute the autoionization spectrum of laser-driven parahelium. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , we consider an XUV probe, which drives the transition between the ground state [1s 2 ( 1 S)] and the AI state 2s2p( 1 P) and a strong NIR pump, which resonantly couples two AI states. We consider two cases: (i) The pump couples the states 2s2p ( 1 P) and 2p 2 ( 1 S) [green arrow in Fig. 2(a) ] and (ii) The pump couples 2s 2 ( 1 S) and 2s2p ( 1 P) (red arrow). The difference between the two cases is that in the former, the probe couples the ground state to the broader AI state (out of the two coupled AI states), while in the latter, the probe couples the ground state to the narrower AI state. It turns out that these two situations lead to drastically different ionization spectra. In the former case [shown in Fig. 2(b) ], the effect of the pump is to suppress the ionization when the probe-photon energy is resonant with the atomic transition. The narrow dip in the autoionization spectrum is similar in spirit to the transparency window in EIT. As shown in the early work of Ref. 19 , the suppression occurs due to coherent trapping of the atomic population in the ground state. In contrast, in the latter case [shown in Fig. 2(c) ], the ionization lineshape is Lorentzian for weak pump amplitudes [similar to electromagnetically induced absorption (EIA)]. As the pump exceeds a critical value (denoted by E 0 = E EP ), the peak splits into two non-overlapping dressed-state peaks. At the splitting point, the Hamiltonian has an EP, as discussed below. Panels (b-c) show the splitting of the ionization peaks upon increasing the pump amplitude beyond the critical point (we show four pump values E 0 /E EP = 1, 2, 6, 10). Our ab-initio calculation takes into account all the dipole-allowed transitions in parahelium, although the atomic population predominantly occupies only three states in all cases under study.
When the pump amplitude significantly exceeds E EP (at E ≈ 70E EP ), pairs of resonances merge again at ordinary de- , but here the probe couples the ground state to the narrow AI state. In this case, the resulting spectrum is Lorentzian at weak pumps, and the lineshape resembles EIA. Fig. 3(a) . Panel (b) shows the absorption spectrum at varying pump intensities for the case where the pump couples 2s 2 ( 1 S) and 2s2p ( 1 P) [case (ii) above]. The plot demonstrates that the peak of the ionization spectrum near EPs is significantly larger than near the DPs (i.e., four-fold instead of two-fold), although the imaginary parts of the degenerate eigenvalues are approximately equal. This demonstrates the increased density of states at EPs (similar to the effect shown in spontaneous emission near EPs in Maxwell's equations 28 ). In order to see that the point at which the spectral peaks split is an EP, we introduce a simplified model, where we keep only three electronic states (i.e., we keep only the ground state and a pair of AI state) and employ the rotating wave approximation (RWA) to eliminate rapidly rotating terms due to both the pump and the probe. By using the RWA, a three-level system can be described by the stationary effective Hamiltonian:
Here, E g is the ground-state energy, E 1,2 and γ −1 1,2 are the excited-state energies and lifetimes and µ 1,2 are the complex transition dipole moments of the allowed transitions. ω 1,2 and E 1,2 are the frequencies and amplitudes of the probe and pump fields respectively. The dashed lines in Eq. (10) mark the excited-state Hamiltonian, H exc , whose complex eigenvalues (ε ± ) and eigenvectors (φ ± ) coalesce at an EP when the pump frequency and amplitude are 39
where ∆ ≡ E 2 − E 1 −hω 2 denotes the pump-frequency offset from the energy splitting between the two AI states (see SI for details). When the pump amplitude exceeds the critical value of E EP , the ionization peak splits into two since the dressed-state energies, Re[ε ± ], become non degenerate. Similar to our conclusion here, Ref. 19 also states that the splitting of the lines occurs when "the dipole coupling is strong enough to compete with the autoionizing width." However, our nonHermitian approach enables to identify this point as an EP and, therefore, opens the possibility of exploring EP-related effects.
To summarize, we presented an ab-initio theory of resonant photoionization. Our theory produces accurate formulas for the ionization spectrum, which are of current interest due to recent developments in experimental capabilities for probing and controlling ionization processes. By using NHQM, our theory avoids the need of computing the continuum states, which are required by the traditional Feshbach formalism. As an application of our theory, we derive a simple expression for the Fano asymmetry factor. Moreover, we study autoionization in laser driven systems and show that the splitting of spectral lines occurs at EPs. This work opens several directions for future study. One example is finding practical applications for EPs in controlling autoionization. The non-trivial topological phase associated with the EP 40 can be used to transition between nearly degenerate states in a topologically protected manner 41 . Our preliminary calculations show that this effect can be used to obtain topological control of the autoionization rate. Another example for an EP-related effect is the enhanced density of states at the EP. Previous work on spontaneous emission 28, 42 shows that the emission rate can be significantly enhanced by placing the emitter near pumped resonators with EPs (i.e., using systems that have optical gain). Along similar lines, one can expect enhanced autoionization rates in systems with gain of atomic population in particular AI states. Such a situation can be engineered, for example, by considering a more complicated set of atomic transitions and lasers with recycling transitions 43 . Finally, the present work treated broadening of absorption lines due to autoionization, but can be extended to include other line-broadening mechanism (such as vibrational and Doppler broadening) by combining NHQM with a Lindbladian formulation. Near an EP, the non-Hermitian normal-mode expansion formula for the Green's function [Eq. (4)] breaks down. In this appendix, we review the derivation of the modified expansion formula which is valid at the EP, following 28 . Consider the parameter-dependent Hamiltonian:
where H 0 is defective (i.e., the point ξ = 0 is an EP in parameter space). At the EP, the set of eigenvectors is no longer a complete basis of the Hilbert space. To remedy this problem, we introduce additional Jordan vectors. At a second-order EP, the Jordan vector | j EP ) is defined via the chain relations
where ε EP and φ EP are the degenerate eigenvalue and eigenvector and the self-orthogonality condition [(φ EP |φ EP ) = 0] is automatically satisfied. Following 44 , we choose the normalization conditions (φ EP | j EP ) = ε −1 EP and ( j EP | j EP ) = 0. Near the EP at ξ = 0, the Hamiltonian H(ξ ) has a pair of nearly degenerate eigenenergies and nearly parallel eigenvectors. They can be approximated by a Puiseux series, which contains fractional powers in the small parameter ξ 44 :
where
Now, let us return to the modal expansion formula of G [Eq. (4)], which is valid for ξ = 0. Near the EP, the expansion is dominated by the two terms of the coalescing resonances. Keeping just these two terms in the sum, we can write
Next, we substitute the approximate expressions for |φ ± ) and ε ± [Eq. (A3)] into Eq. (A5) and, by carefully taking the limit of ξ → 0, we obtain 28
The double pole at ε EP dominates the absorption spectrum near the EP.
Appendix B: Non-Hermitian Fano factor
In this appendix, we derive Eq. (7) 
Next, let us define the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of our absorption formula as
where introduced the shorthand notation
. By comparing Eq. (B1) and Eq. (B2) we find that
The solution of Eq. (B3) yields the Fano asymmetry factor [Eq. (7)]. The sign of q is determined by the sign of Im µ 2 i j . When q > 0, the absorption is stronger at frequencies higher than the resonance frequency and weaker below the resonance. When q < 0, the contrary is true.
Appendix C: Absorption in laser-driven systems
The Floquet Hamiltonian
In this section, we explain how to construct the Floquet Hamiltonian and find its eigenvalues and eigenvectors, which appear in Eq. (9) in the main text. We wish to solve the Floquet eigenvalue problem
In order to solve Eq. (C1) numerically, we introduce M temporal Fourier basis states, f m (t) = e iωmt , and N spatial field-free states, φ FF µ (x). Invoking the completeness relation,
we can rewrite Eq. (C1) in matrix form:
(n, ν|H |m, µ)(m, µ|Φ α ) = ε α (n, ν|Φ α ) (C4) or in shorthand notation:
where H is block diagonal, with block size M × M. The diagonal blocks are associated with the first and last terms in Eq. (C2)
and the off-diagonal elements come from the second term:
Fermi-Floquet absorption formula
In this appendix, we derive Eq. (9) from the main text. Our derivation is inspired by Ref. 36 , which analyzes scattering from a time-periodic potential. Consider an atom or molecule, which interacts with a laser at frequency ω 0 . The system is described by the Hamiltonian H 0 , whose eigenstates are Floquet states, as explained in the main text. The propagator of H 0 is defined via
We also introduce a weak laser, hereafter called "the probe," with frequency ω. The total Hamiltonian is
where the interaction term is V = E xe iωt . In order to derive Fermi-Floquet golden rule, we move to the interaction picture, where states and operators are defined as
Note that the total propagator, defined as
can be written as a product of the unperturbed and interactionpicture propagators:
The last statement can be verified by substituting Eq. (C12) into Eq. (C11), applying the chain rule to compute ∂ t U(t,t 0 ), and using Eq. (C8) and V I = U 0 (t,t 0 )VU 0 (t 0 ,t). Next, we compute the transition amplitude between Floquet states |Ψ f (t)) and |Ψ i (t)), where i and f are super-indexes which denote the field-free state and the channel. The transition amplitude is
We use a Dyson series to express the interaction-picture propagator, U I ,in terms of V I . Keeping terms up to the first order in V I , one obtains:
Substituting Eq. (C14) into Eq. (C13), one obtains
Since the Floquet states Φ α (x,t) are periodic in time, one can decompose them into Fourier components
where the Fourier components of the wavefunction arẽ
Using this expansion, the transition amplitude becomes
The absorption spectrum can be found by taking the time average of the transition probability:
where T is a large integer multiple of the oscillation period 2π ω 0 . Substituting Eq. (C17) into Eq. (C18) and neglecting rapidly oscillating terms, we obtain
Finally, we take the real part of Eq. (C19) and arrive at
The last formula can be rewritten compactly as Eq. (9) in the main text. Table S1 : The ab-initio complex eigenenergies used in Fig. 3 in the main text. For comparison, we also show the results of 45 . Table S2 : Complex transition dipole moments 16 .
Autoionization spectral formula in the field-free basis
In order to evaluate our new formula for the absorption spectrum [Eq. (C20) or equivalently Eq. (9) in the main text], we need to know the Fourier transforms of Floquet states. However, standard quantum chemistry methods solve the field-free problem, and we would like to use the field-free basis states and avoid the formidable task of solving the Floquet eigenvalue problem for a multielectron atom or molecule. To this end, we expand the Fourier transforms of the Floquet states in the basis of field-free states.
Substituting Eq. (C21) into Eq. (C20), we obtain
The transition dipole moments between field-free states, (φ FF τ |x|φ FF σ ), are obtained directly from available quantum chemistry codes. By construction, the expansion coefficients, (φ FF µ |φ R α,n ), are the components of the eigenvectors of the Floquet matrix: 
The eigenvectors of the Floquet Hamiltonian, (m, µ|Φ R α ), are defined in Eq. (C4).
EPs in the Floquet Hamiltonian
To get an initial guess for the location of the EP, it is convenient project the full Hamiltonian onto the field-free excited states ψ 2 and ψ 3 and use the rotating wave approximation, which gives the 2 × 2 Hamiltonian
Subtracting E 2 from the diagonal and introducing the definitions δ ≡ Re[E 3 − E 2 −hω 0 ] and Γ ≡ −2Im[E 3 − E 2 ], we obtain
The characteristic polynomial of H exc is
and EPs occur when the discriminant of the polynomial vanishes:
= 0 (C27)
Solving for E and δ , we obtain the critical values 39 :
Im µ 23 Re µ 23 E EP = ± Γ 2 Re µ 23 (C28)
In the numerical calculation, we found EPs in the large (MN × MN) Floquet Hamiltonian, including four field-free basis states and five Floquet bands, but found that the EP is obtained near the EP of the approximate 2 × 2 model. Specifically, we find an EP of the full Floquet Hamiltonian at δ ≈ 1.001645 δ EP and E ≈ 0.99420 E EP .
